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Abstract
With day to day increase in the number of mobile applications
there is an analogous increment in the mobile threats. For
such kinds of threats to mobile devices there should be some
security mechanism to be implemented . In this proposed
system in order to improve the security to the mobile apps one
methodology is proposed which will evaluate the mobile
applications based on the cloud computing platform and data
mining. Here also a prototype system named MobShield is
presented to identify the mobile app’s virulence or benignancy.
Compared with traditional method, such as permission pattern
based method, MobShield combines the dynamic and static
analysis methods to comprehensively evaluate an Android app.
In the implementation,
Android Security Evaluation
Framework (ASEF) and Static Android Analysis Framework
(SAAF) are adopted , the two representative dynamic and static
analysis methods, to evaluate the Android apps and estimate
the total time needed to evaluate all the apps stored in one
mobile app market. As mobile app market serves as the main
line of defense against mobile malwares, the evaluation results
show that it is practical to use cloud computing platform and
data mining to verify all stored apps routinely to filter out
malware apps from mobile app markets. In this proposed
system the concept will be extended with the implementation
of K-means algorithm.

Keywords:- Android platform; mobile malware detection;
cloud computing; forensic analysis; machine learning; data
mining.

provide security to mobiles.Here security mechanism
include cloud computing and data mining.

2. Literature Servey
Jianlin Xu, Yifan Yu, Zhen Chen have proposed a system
which has combination of dynamic and static frameworks
to provide security to commertial mobile applications [4].
They have analysed the amount of time needed to indicate
and find out the non secure applications among the
installed apps [5]. Barrera et al.[6] made an analysis on
permissionbased security models and its applications to
Android through a novel methodology which applies SelfOrganizing Map (SOM) algorithm preserving proximity
relationships to present a simplified, relational view of a
greatly complex dataset. The SOM algorithm provides a 2dimensional visualization of the high dimensional data,
and the analysis behind SOM can identify correlation
between permissions[6]. Enck et al.[7] (TaintDroid) built a
tool that warns users about applications that request
blacklisted sets of permissions. They took both dangerous
functionality and vulnerabilities into consideration and
applied a wide range of analysis techniques[7]. They have
just analysed appchina commertial application market and
given the time analysis of identifying the bug free apps for
secure use.In their work they only did time analysis [6].
But in the current work instead of doing time analysis the
application notifies about the theft [7].

1. Introduction

3. Proposed Work
In this work a methodology is being proposed which

Technology is changing everyday. Now the phone is being
turned into smartphones.[1]In past times the phone is used
only to facilitate the communication between people .The
additional facilities included SMS and browsing facilities .
Now the technology is changed and mobile phones comes
with android and windows operating systems. With
android operating system lot of applications are provided
for users to manipulate all types of data. The user is being
provided with all types of applications for entertainment ,
travelling , communication, browsing, music ,
pictorization and lot more. With that much increase in
technology access strategies are increased and security
issues are arised.[3]with multiple app markets we blindly
download lot of apps in our mobiles but because of
malwares and viruses such apps may harm the security of
our mobiles. By those malwares security of important
mobile data is threatened.To provide security to mobile
data various security applications are being propsed. Here
in this work also a methodology is being proposed to

provides security to your mobile phone from malwares that
comes from faulty apps.
It includes following:
1. It includes combination of dynamic and static methods
to provide security.
2. It includes data mining techniques.
3. It includes some method that is used to provide
optimized outputs.
4. It will include the checkpoints of the database that will
indicate the safe state of database and that backup will
be used to restore the database in case of failures.
5. It will use the database which will be the combination
of five tables to store the various types of data having
contact details, sms and other information.
6. In case of database failures the location of the device
will be detected with the help of checkpoints.
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Following flowchart shows the complete procedure of
Mobshield:
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and to distribute the database. In this case, the accuracy
metrics includes precision and recall can be measured to
evaluate the classifier algorithm. Other method such as
PCA (Primary Component Analysis) and Matrix
Factorization also can be used and tested on such data in
order to provide more accuracy.
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Fig. 1 : The Procedure of analysis of mobile apps in
Mobshield
This will include six modules which are as follows:
1. The database creation of having six tables.
2. Development of mobile application for parameter
tracking.
3. Establishing the communication between the cloud
and the mobile.
4. Development of data mining techniques.
5. Forensic analysis on data.
6. Result analysis and data optimization.
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4. Conclusion
By this methodology massive data can be protected from
malwares and the database can be protected. The prototype
system Mob Safe can be implemented for automation
forensic analysis of mobile apps static code and dynamical
behavior ASEF(Android Security Evaluation Framework)
and SAAF(Static Android Evaluation Framework) the two
representative dynamic analysis method and static analysis
method can be used to evaluate the Android apps and
estimate the total time needed to evaluate all the apps
stored in a mobile app market .

5 Future Work
As the future perspective some web mining and more
advanced data mining techniques will be implemented to
get more optimized outputs. Machine learning is the issue
which will be in the future work of this system. As we
collect more and more app’ slogging and network behavior
data, we can further use K-means method to classify apps
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